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Abstract: (1) Background: Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), as a form of basic life support, is
critical for maintaining cardiac and cerebral perfusion during cardiac arrest, a medical condition
with high expected mortality. Current guidelines emphasize the importance of rapid recognition and
prompt initiation of high-quality CPR, including appropriate cardiac compression depth and rate.
As space agencies plan missions to the Moon or even to explore Mars, the duration of missions will
increase and with it the chance of life-threatening conditions requiring CPR. The objective of this
review was to examine the effectiveness and feasibility of chest compressions as part of CPR following
current terrestrial guidelines under hypogravity conditions such as those encountered on planetary
or lunar surfaces; (2) Methods: A systematic literature search was conducted by two independent
reviewers (PubMed, Cochrane Register of Controlled Trials, ResearchGate, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)). Only controlled trials conducting CPR following guidelines from
2010 and after with advised compression depths of 50 mm and above were included; (3) Results:
Four different publications were identified. All studies examined CPR feasibility in 0.38 G simulating
the gravitational force on Mars. Two studies also simulated hypogravity on the Moon with a force of
0.17 G/0,16 G. All CPR protocols consisted of chest compressions only without ventilation. A com-
pression rate above 100/s could be maintained in all studies and hypogravity conditions. Two studies
showed a significant reduction of compression depth in 0.38 G (−7.2 mm/−8.71 mm) and 0.17 G
(−12.6 mm/−9.85 mm), respectively, with nearly similar heart rates, compared to 1 G conditions. In
the other two studies, participants with higher body weight could maintain a nearly adequate mean
depth while effort measured by heart rate (+23/+13.85 bpm) and VO2max (+5.4 mL·kg−1·min−1)
increased significantly; (4) Conclusions: Adequate CPR quality in hypogravity can only be achieved
under increased physical stress to compensate for functional weight loss. Without this extra effort, the
depth of compression quickly falls below the guideline level, especially for light-weight rescuers. This
means faster fatigue during resuscitation and the need for more frequent changes of the resuscitator
than advised in terrestrial guidelines. Alternative techniques in the straddling position should be
further investigated in hypogravity.
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1. Introduction

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is a vital form of basic life support (BLS) and ad-
vanced life support (ALS) during a cardiac arrest, as it maintains circulation and, therefore,
cerebral perfusion and enhances the likelihood of survival [1]. On Earth, CPR has been
studied extensively where international guidelines are reviewed and updated every five
years [2]. However, this is not the case for CPR in altered gravitational conditions, such as
microgravity and hypogravity.

With the growth of commercial space flight and planned crewed expeditions to the
Moon and Mars, the probability of emergencies requiring CPR in space will increase [3].
Possible causes for cardiac arrest on Earth, such as the reversible causes outlined in resus-
citation guidelines (‘4 Hs’ and ‘4 Ts’), are also possible in space, as well as on planetary
and lunar surfaces [4]. The sources of these are maybe very different, such as decom-
pression sickness from rapid decompression when going on an extra-vehicular activity
(EVA), toxin exposure from an ammonia leak, or radiation illness from galactic cosmic
radiation [5,6]. However, estimating the risk in microgravity is difficult, but it is likely, in a
healthy population such as astronauts, that trauma leading to hemorrhage or pneumotho-
rax, or possibly sepsis from infection, will be the most likely cause of cardiac arrest [7]. The
populations are likely vastly different with a highly skilled, highly trained, and aerobically
fit crew members who have also been extensively screened for significant comorbidities
compared to a deconditioned patient in a hospital setting. Despite some deconditioning
over a long-duration mission to Mars, they are likely to have a greater physiological reserve
compared to most inpatients in a hospital setting, but their access to medical resources,
postresuscitation, or critical care will be limited [3,4].

An expedition to Mars would overall take an expected 2.4 years and a crew of ap-
proximately seven members. Considering the incidence rate for a life-threatening medical
emergency to be about 0.06 events per astronaut and year, that would lead to one estimated
emergency per mission, which possibly will require CPR [8]. To date, there have been
approximately 600 people that have flown to space and no recorded cardiac arrests. This
reflects the benefit of astronaut selection, training, screening, and effective countermeasures,
but does also mean that there is no outcome data from cardiac arrests in these environments.

While CPR under terrestrial conditions has been very well studied since the late
1950s and early 1960s [9], the implementation of this well-established technique under
altered gravity conditions can be problematic. Current terrestrial guidelines emphasize
the importance of appropriate depth (>50 mm) and rate (100–120 min−1) of external chest
compressions [2]. The challenge of performing traditional terrestrial CPR under reduced
gravity conditions is the ability to apply sufficient force to achieve the required depth of
compression. This is crucial to provide clinically relevant compressions, give an adequate
cardiac output to perfuse vital organs, and, finally, achieve the return of spontaneous
circulation (ROSC). In microgravity, these problems are more apparent and lead to the
development of, so far, seven different chest compression techniques [10,11], such as
the Evetts–Russomano method [12], the Reverse Bear Hug method, or the Handstand
method [13], which make CPR possible in the total absence of gravity or microgravity.
These techniques have been summarized in the microgravity CPR guidelines [14]. In
hypogravity, however, these techniques are not feasible, as there is still a gravitational
field present, but significantly reduced compared to Earth’s. This means that CPR in the
hypogravity conditions of the Moon and Mars follow terrestrial guidelines and techniques
but are potentially less effective.

The aim of this systematic review is to determine if, by using current CPR guide-
lines, adequate chest compressions as part of CPR are feasible in hypogravity simulations
on Earth.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Search Strategy

A systematic literature search was conducted in July 2021 by two independent re-
viewers. The databases of PubMed and the Cochrane Register of Controlled Trials, as well
as the websites of ResearchGate and NASA, were searched for eligible studies. A search
algorithm was developed to identify all relevant studies using Boolean operators.

Search Algorithm: (CPR OR Resuscitation OR Reanimation) AND (Hypogravity OR
Mars OR Moon)

2.2. Eligibility Criteria and Data Collection

Prior to screening, inclusion and exclusion criteria were developed. Only controlled
trials conducting chest compressions following guidelines from 2010 and after with advised
compression depths of 50 mm and above were included in this review. For better compari-
son, hypogravity had to be simulated by body-suspension devices only. Parabolic flights
were not considered for this review because hypogravity can only be simulated for 20 to
25 s, thus leaving no time for examining fatigue and a possible decrease of CPR quality. To
evaluate the feasibility of CPR studies, we had to report on CPR effectiveness (compression
depths/rate) as well as participant’s effort (heart rate/VO2max/Ve/Borg Score) [15].

After identification, all relevant publications were collated to Endnote X7 and screened
following the updated 2020 PRISMA statement guideline [16] (Figure 1). Relevant data,
including participant characteristics (sample size, weight, age), setting, CPR protocol,
and outcome were extracted to Excel and tabulated. Three authors were contacted for
missing data.
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cense from ‘The PRISMA 2020 statement: An updated guideline for reporting systematic reviews’ [16],
2021, Page, M.J.

3. Results

A total of 320 records were identified. After removing duplicates and screening of
title and abstract by two independent researchers, 11 full-text articles were assessed for
eligibility while 307 articles were excluded, as the title and abstract did not match the
topic. Seven studies had to be excluded for various reasons, thus leaving four studies to be
included in this review (Figure 1).
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3.1. Study Characteristics

All four studies had a Repeated Measures Design with volunteers being their own
control group. Three trials were conducted at the Microgravity Center of the Pontifical
Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul in Brazil [17–19], and one in the Centre for Human
and Applied Physiological Sciences of the King’s College in London [20].

Ninety-one participants with an average age and weight of 24.0 years and 76.8 kg,
respectively, were included in the trials (Table 1). Most participants were university students
who were screened with a questionnaire for any major health concerns, which would have
prevented them from performing in the study.

Table 1. Participant characteristics.

Publication Participants % Males/Females Age (Years) Weight (kg)

Baptista 30 100/0 22 (3.0) 78.9 (10.6)
Mackaill 10 — 24.5 (2,8) 74.2 (11.1)

Russomano 30 100/0 22.5 (3.5) 78.2 (13.1)
Sriharan 21 52.3/47.7 28.7 (5.7) 72.9 (16)

All studies simulated hypogravity with custom-built body-suspension devices consist-
ing of a counterweight system connected to the participant via a body harness (Figure 2).
To calculate the counterweight needed to simulate body mass at different hypogravity
levels, all authors used similar equations: Counterweight = 0.6 × Body mass–(0.6 × body
mass × Simulated gravitational force/1 G) All studies examined CPR feasibility in 0.38 G
simulating the gravitational force on Mars. Two studies also simulated hypogravity on the
Moon with a force of 0.17 G or 0.16 G (1 G = 9.81 m/s2) [17,20].
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CPR was performed on standard CPR mannequins (e.g., Resusci Anne Skill Reporter,
Laerdal Medical Ltd., Orpington, UK), which were modified to allow for measurement
of compression depth and rate. Guidelines and CPR protocols can be seen in Table 2.
Participants were given feedback on CPR quality with LED lights indicating compression
depths [17–19], a metronome set to an advised compression rate of 100/s [17,18], or verbal
feedback by study investigators [19,20].

Table 2. Setting * LED lights green 50–60 mm; ** 100/s.

Publication Guideline Simulation Protocol Feedback CD Feedback CR Hypogravity

Baptista AHA 2010 Body-Suspension Device 3 × 30c Visual * Verbal 0.38 G
Mackaill ERC 2015 Body-Suspension Device 3 × 30c Visual * Metronome ** 0.38 G + 0.17 G

Russomano ERC 2010 Body-Suspension Device 4 × 30c Visual * Metronome ** 0.38 G
Sriharan ERC 2015 Body-Suspension Device 5 min Verbal initial 20 s Verbal initial 20 s 0.38 G + 0.16 G
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3.2. Risk of Bias

The setting and design of the studies made certain quality criteria such as the blinding
of the participants or allocation impossible. Based on the Cochrane Handbook [22], four
categories were created to assess the risk of bias (Table 3).

Table 3. Risk of bias: x high–some concerns + low.

Publication Selection Bias Order Bias Intervention
Bias Reporting Bias

Baptista x – – –
Mackaill x – – +

Russomano x + – +
Sriharan – + + +

(1) Selection Bias: Do participants represent possible astronauts concerning variability of
for example gender, age, or weight?

(2) Order Bias: Is the order of gravity conditions randomized to eliminate influence of
fatigue or learning effect?

(3) Intervention Bias: Do setting and surroundings of intervention adequately resemble
an emergency in hypogravity?

(4) Reporting Bias: Is there any selective reporting or missing data?

3.3. CPR Quality

CPR quality was assessed by measurement of compression depth and rate (Table 4).
One study [17] reported True-Depth, calculated by subtracting inadequate recoil of maxi-
mum depth. It had been noted by the authors in this study, and some microgravity studies,
that participants would not always fully release the chest, thereby not allowing the chest
to fully recoil before the next chest compression. The ‘true depth’ was devised to allow a
more accurate measure of depth of these chest compressions [18].

Table 4. Compression depth (mm)/rate (1/min) * after 90 s; ** True-Depth; # no numbers reported.

Publication 1 G
Compression

Depth
0.38 G

0.17 G/0.16 G 1 G Compression Rate
0.38 G 0.17 G/0.16 G

Baptista 48.09 (2.61) 45.92 (2.84) —— # # —–
Mackaill ** 56.6 (2.0) 49.4 (3.4) 44.0 (3.5) 101.7 106.4 106.4
Russomano 57.0 (2.3) 55.1 (3.7) —— 104.25 (3.5) 103 (5.3) ——
Sriharan * 52.94 (10.48) 44.23 (9.98) 43.09 (9.55) 107.39 (6.59) 107.75 (6.75) 108.14 (7.41)

A compression rate above 100/s could be maintained in all studies and hypogravity
conditions. Baptista et al. [19] only reported a nonsignificant difference without actual
numbers. In comparison between 1 G and 0.38 G, the mean depth achieved during com-
pressions was reduced in all trials. Only one study could maintain a compression depth
above 50 mm and therefore meet the required guideline depth [18]. In 0.17 G, both studies
failed to fulfil CPR guidelines by more than 5 mm [17,20].

3.4. Physical Effort

All studies recorded the participant’s heart rate throughout the resuscitation. Two
studies showed a significantly higher heart rate after CPR in Martian conditions than in
terrestrial control [18,19]. The other two showed no difference between Martian, terrestrial,
or lunar conditions (Table 5) [17,20].
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Table 5. Post-CPR heart rate (1/min); * after 90 s.

Publication 1 G Post-Heart Rate
0.38 G 0.17 G/0.16 G

Baptista 107.43 (17.12) 121.29 (27.03) —–
Mackaill 130 (11.4) 127 (13.9) 130 (20.3)

Russomano 117 (21) 140 (21) ——
Sriharan * 106.18 (14.71) 108.97 (20.53) 108.54 (19.34)

Russomano et al. showed that, with higher heart rates in hypogravity, participants also had significantly higher
VO2 and minute ventilation (Ve) [18]. In the study of Sriharan et al. [20], neither heart rate nor VO2 were
significantly higher in Martian or lunar conditions (Table 6). Three studies assessed Borg scores and recorded an
increase in perceived exertion in hypogravity (Table 7) [18–20].

Table 6. VO2peak (mL/kgmin)/Ve (L/min); * after 1 min.

Publication 1 G VO2peak
0.38 G 0.17 G/0.16 G 1 G Ve

0.38 G 0.17 G/0.16 G

Russomano 16.4 (4.5) 21.8 (8.1) —– 27.5 (7.9) 40.6 (10.2) —–
Sriharan * 14.4 (7.8) 16.8 (7.2) 15.9 (6.2) 20.6 (11.7) 23.7 (10.6) 22.9 (8.8)

Table 7. Borg: * estimated from graph; ** after 5 min.

Publication 1 G BORG
0.38 G 0.17 G/0.16 G

Baptista 9.33 (2.29) 12.42 (1.78) —
Russomano * 10.2 13.2

Sriharan ** 10.5 (2.7) 11.4 (2.4) 11.9 (2.8)

3.5. Elbow Flexion

Elbow flexion was measured, as it enables the rescuer to compensate for the loss of
body weight by recruiting upper arm muscles. In two studies, the flexion of the elbow
was measured and it was found that the reduction of the gravitational force increased the
flexion accordingly (Table 8).

Table 8. Elbow flexion (◦).

Publication 1 G Elbow Flexion
0.38 G 0.17 G/0.16 G

Mackaill 3.8 (1.5) 6.5 (1.6) 8.6 (3.1)
Russomano 4.3 (2.8) 14.0 (8.1) ——

4. Discussion

Future space tourists and astronauts will experience long exposure to microgravity
when travelling to extraterrestrial environments. Cardiovascular alterations during these
spaceflights can potentially harm astronauts both in-flight was well as after reaching the
surface [23]. Astronauts show decreases in plasma volume, anemia, muscle atrophy, and
fluid shifts, which lead to decreases in circulating blood volume and can affect cardiac
output [24]. This has been shown in flight as well as in ground analogues [25].

There have been numerous cases of arrhythmias in space during the Apollo era (1961–
1972) as well as the Skylab missions (1973–1979). The Russian Federation reported 75 cases
of arrhythmias during the MIR era (1986–2001) [26]. During long-term spaceflight, as-
tronauts will be exposed to cosmic radiation, which affects the cardiovascular system by
triggering endothelial dysfunction and increasing aortic stiffness [5]. A total of 83% of as-
tronauts returning from long-duration flights showed symptoms of orthostatic intolerance,
which poses several hazards, including being able to carry out mission critical tasks and
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responding to emergencies when they arrive on other planets, such as performing CPR
in a cardiac arrest scenario [27]. Future astronauts need to be prepared to handle medical
emergencies autonomously, which includes adequate BLS and CPR, which is vital in cases
of cardiac arrest to ensure survival.

Initial studies examining the feasibility of classic CPR in hypogravity conditions
started in 2006 at the Aerospace Engineering Laboratory of the Microgravity Center-PUCRS
in Brazil, first using the BSD to simulate reduced gravitational fields [28]. First results
following old AHA 2000 guidelines [29] showed that classic CPR was feasible in lunar and
Martian conditions, but compression depths above 40 mm could not always be fulfilled
by participants with low body weight [28]. In a study by Kordi et al. in 2012 [30], a
compression depth above 40 mm could be maintained by all participants, but female
rescuers performed significantly worse than their male counterparts. In the study of
Krygiel et al. [31], an only male group could maintain 2005 compression standards with
significantly increased physical effort (heart rate +40% compared to 1 G). Since 2010, the
recommended compression depth in resuscitation guidelines has been increased from
40–50 mm to 50–60 mm. This means an increased effort for the resuscitator, especially in
conditions of reduced gravity, and raises the question whether CPR can be adequately
performed in these conditions, especially for low-weight resuscitators [29].

In the trials of Russomano et al. [18] and Baptista et al. [19], only male participants
were included. Compression depths and rates did not differ significantly from 1 G to
0,38 G. Physiological costs, however, measured subjectively with the Borg scale (Table 7)
and objectively with VO2 (Table 6) and heart rate (Table 5) increased. The results indicate a
sufficient aerobic reserve of males to achieve adequate BLS for the period of testing.

Moreover, the range of elbow flexion increased, indicating recruitment of the upper
arm muscles (Table 8). This contradicts traditional CPR instructions, where the use of
straight and rigid arms is advised to perform compressions. In hypogravity, however, the
participants needed to generate more force by flexing end extending the upper limbs to
compensate for the loss of body weight. Kaminska et al. [32] showed that trunk muscle
mass and left and right arm muscle mass were positively correlated with compression depth
in terrestrial conditions. Consequently, muscle mass may play an even more important role
in compensating for weight loss and the prevention of being pushed away from the patient
in hypogravity. As anthropometric data from the general population [33], as well as former
astronauts [34], show that females have less body weight and a smaller muscle mass than
males, this would explain a possible gender difference in CPR quality in hypogravity.

Sriharan et al. [20] and Mackaill et al. [17] conducted CPR in Martian and lunar
conditions. Unlike the other trials, Sriharan et al. included female participants. Both studies
included resuscitators with significantly less body weight (Table 1). The compression depth
decreased according to the decreasing level of gravity and did not reach the guideline values
in any hypogravity condition. This reduction in CPR quality would reduce organ perfusion
and decrease chances of survival in actual cases of emergency [35]. Perceived exertion
and post-CPR heart rates, however, did not increase significantly, leaving the question
whether CPR quality could have been higher with more physical effort. Only in the study
of Sriharan et al. CPR was performed for a longer period (5 min). For better comparison,
90 s values were retrieved; however, as initiation of Advanced Life support (ALS) can take
as long as 4 min during a space mission, BLS and CPR have to be administered longer
than tested in most of the trials. As compression depth tends to decay after 90 s [36],
effective compressions will not be possible for that duration in hypogravity. The data
from Sriharan et al. confirmed this significant effect of time of CPR on compression depth.
Consequently, in environments with reduced gravitational fields, there may need to be a
higher rate of change of the resuscitator than advised in terrestrial guidelines.

The results show that adequate CPR quality cannot always be guaranteed when
performing classic CPR following terrestrial guidelines in hypogravity conditions. Similar
to the techniques developed for microgravity, there could be a benefit in adjusting to the
reduced effective body weight by stabilizing the resuscitator and therefore preventing
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being pushed away from the patient. So far, two similar techniques in straddling position,
the Mackaill–Russomano [17] and the Seated-Arm-Lock method [37] (Figure 3) have been
developed. The rescuer is stabilized by either locking the victim’s arms behind the rescuer’s
knees or tucking the rescuer’s heels and lower legs underneath the subject’s legs (Mackaill–
Russomano). As no significant differences are found in the quality of chest compressions or
the rescuers’ comfort and fatigue levels using the straddle position in 1 G [38], this might
be a possibility to enhance CPR quality in hypogravity.
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The studies showed that a body-suspension device can successfully simulate different
hypogravity levels. In contrast to parabolic flights (25 s to 32 s time of hypogravity), CPR
can be administered for a longer duration of time, which allows to record for fatigue and
physical effort. Nevertheless, hypogravity ground simulations have limitations. Reduced
aerobic capacity and muscular deconditioning after long-term microgravity exposure can
hardly be reproduced on Earth [39]. LED lights and metronomes used in the simulation as
audio–visual feedback of depth and rate may not be available. Chest-wall compliance of
mannequins, as well as chest-wall dynamics in hypogravity, are not considered. All trial
simulated scenarios are only possible inside of planetary bases. During possible missions
outside of planetary bases, astronauts would have to wear EVA suits, which would make
adequate CPR significantly harder due to a rising metabolic cost [40]. Based on current
EVA suits used aboard the International Space Station (ISS), and some of the proposed
future designs, the stiffness of the victim’s suit might not allow for adequate compression
depth; in that case, protocols for rapid doffing would have to be implemented.

When BLS protocols are implemented for hypogravity conditions, the use of mechani-
cal devices such as LUCAS, Autopulse, or Corpuls CPR has to be considered. Although
there is no clear evidence of a benefit of these devices on Earth in terms of survival [41],
they could be of value on exploration-class missions and in hypogravity, as fatigue is a
more important factor, as is team- and resource-management.

5. Conclusions

With lower levels of gravity and reduced body weight, CPR becomes more physically
demanding. Whilst compression rates above 100/min can be maintained in lunar and
Martian conditions, adequate compression depth can only be maintained by resuscitators
with higher body weight. To compensate the reduction in weight, elbow flexion increases
and upper limb muscles are recruited. Consequently, the recommendation for straight
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and rigid arms during resuscitation on Earth cannot apply for hypogravity conditions. As
females tend to weigh less and have a smaller muscle mass, they are more likely to perform
inadequate compressions. As future crews on exploration-class missions will be diverse,
concerning gender, body shape, and size, it will influence CPR performance. A higher
rate of change of the resuscitator than advised in terrestrial guidelines is recommended
(<1 min). Future investigation is needed with male and female participants reflecting the
diversity of future space crews enabling to assess the effects of gender, body mass, aerobic
capacity, and muscle strength on CPR quality. Alternative techniques in straddling position
such as the Mackaill–Russomano [17] or the Seated-Arm-Lock method [37] are likely to
improve CPR quality and should be further examined. Astronauts should be trained in the
most effective technique for microgravity, as well as hypogravity, as part of a BLS training
in ground analogues, for example, with the body-suspension device.
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